Chicago Collaborative Storytelling Project
Agreement

Grant Recipient: Dometi Pongo

Total Amount of Grant: $800

Award Date: June 7, 2017

The Media Consortium has received restricted funds from the Chicago Community Trust to re-grant to community media platforms based in Chicago participating in our Chicago Collaborative Storytelling project. The purpose of this project is to foster new relationships among media outlets that serve different communities in Chicago; to support development of a local media network for collaborative storytelling that provides more complete stories of Chicago’s neighborhoods; and to expand the civic conversation nurtured at On the Table by helping to communicate the impact of those conversations in specific communities and neighborhoods.

This grant is awarded by the Media Consortium subject to the following terms and conditions:

A. Grantee will design an editorial collaboration that meets the purposes of the project. Please provide a 140 character description of the content of the collaboration here:

2min. News package covering “Girls Like Me Project” on the table discussion and 18 minute interview with organizer.

B. Grantee will collaborate with at least one community media outlet. Please provide a list of the outlets that Grantee will collaborate with as part of this project:

1. Grantee

2. Contexture Media Network

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

C. Grantee will create at least one piece of original work. How many original pieces of work will be created by Grantee as part of this collaboration? (please circle)

1 2 3 4 5